AMA podcasts

Compelling research, discussions, opinions and more—enjoy these original podcasts from the AMA for the latest in medicine and patient care.

AMA COVID-19 Update

It’s easy to find people talking about COVID but harder to know who to listen to. The AMA COVID-19 Update podcast has the information you need from the voices you want to hear. Get your news from the physicians, scientists and others leading the pandemic response. Subscribe now on your favorite podcast platform.

Apple Podcasts | Spotify | Simplecast | COVID-19 Update Videos | Audio transcripts
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AMA Moving Medicine

From emerging issues to new innovations, the AMA Moving Medicine podcast brings you the physicians, scientists and all the leading voices making a difference in health care today. Subscribe now on your favorite podcast platform.

Apple Podcasts | Spotify | Simplecast | Stitcher | Audio transcripts | Moving Medicine Videos

Making the Rounds

This podcast features advice, interviews and discussions on the most important topics affecting residents’ lives and careers. Subscribe now on your favorite podcast platform.

Apple Podcasts | Spotify | Simplecast | Stitcher | Audio transcripts

AMA Thriving in Private Practice
Private practices have been under intense pressure for years; the COVID-19 pandemic has only exacerbated the financial strain and highlighted the burdens faced by physician practice owners each day. As a private practice physician, you know you need skills they didn’t teach you in med school to make your practice thrive.

The AMA’s Thriving in Private Practice podcast, launching this summer, highlights the experience of private practice physicians who know your pain points—like workflow snags and payor audits—and can help you navigate these issues and more.

Don’t miss an episode—subscribe on your favorite podcast platform today.

Apple Podcasts | Simplecast | Audio transcripts

AMA Prioritizing Equity

AMA Prioritizing Equity podcast illuminates how determinants of health uniquely impact marginalized communities, public health and health equity, with an eye on both short-term and long-term implications. Subscribe on your favorite podcast platform.

URL: https://www.ama-assn.org/about/publications-newsletters/ama-podcasts
Copyright 1995 - 2021 American Medical Association. All rights reserved.
AMA STEPS Forward™ podcast series

Hear health care leaders share how they overcame practice challenges by implementing real-world solutions that helped put the joy back into the practice of medicine.

Apple Podcasts | Google Podcasts | Spotify

AMA Doc Talk

This series offers practical information to improve the practice of medicine. Conversations focus on real-world experiences from physicians, patients and community members that urge listeners to think differently.
JAMA Network™ podcasts

Catch up on the research, opinion and educational content from across the JAMA Network™, including the JAMA Editors' Summary, Author Interviews and the popular JAMA Clinical Reviews series.

Ethics Talk podcasts
Ethics Talk podcasts explore the ethical and professional challenges that medical students and physicians regularly confront during their education and practice careers.

Journal of Ethics | PodBean

ReachMD

Stay up to date with the latest developments in Medicare's new Quality Payment Program by listening to this podcast series.

ReachMD